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Abstract
This paper presents an ALGOL 60 procedure which has been writt en
to solve un ~o~: trained and constrained optimization problems, as
well as systems of non-linear (in)equalities. The first part
gives a description of the algorithms which have been incorporated in minifun . Basically, it is a procedure for unconstrained
optimization; constrained problems and systems of (in)equalities
are solved via a penalty function. The second part gives an
explanation of the parameter list, and some additional hints and
suggestions for a proper utilization of minifun . Finally, the
third part presents a listing of minifun and a number of programming details .
Note
The present paper is a modified version of the author's repor~
4761, published under the same name in Philips Research Laboratories , Eindhoven, Netherlands , 1972. It is a pleasure to acknowledge
the management of the laboratory for their kind permission to
distribute the original report and to publish this paper.
Part I . BASIC ALGORITHMS
1. Introduction
Th e procedure minifun is an ALGOL 60 procedure designed for solving the following problems .
a) Unconstrained minimization . The problem to be solved reads
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where x denotes an element in then-dimensional vector space, and
g the objective funtion.
1
b) Constrained minimization. The problem to be solved 1.s posed as
minimize gm(x) subject to }
g.(x) ~ O; 1. € I,
l.

(2)

g . (x) = 0; 1. € E,
l.

where x denotes again an element in then-dimensional vector
space. The index sets I and E corresponding to the inequali-cy and
the equality constraints are disjunct, and I U E = {1 , .... , m- 1}.
The functions g , ••• , ~- 1 are the so-called constraint
1

functions, and~ denotes the objective function of problem (2).
c) Non~linear (in)equalities. The problem is to find an n-vector
x satisfying the system of (in)equalities
g.(x) ~O; iE
l.

I,

g.(x) = o; iE E.
l.

}

( 3)

The index sets I and E corresponding to the inequality and equality constraints are disjunct, and I U E = { 1, ... , m}.
We shall, of course, refer to g ..• , g as the constraint
1
functions when we are dealing with the fystem (3),
To sum up, the procedure minifun has been designed to deal with
m problem functions (m ~ 1), and we may note in passing that
minifun has also special facilities to deal with simple constraints
of the form x. ~ 0 or O , x. ~ 1 for some j( 1 ~ j ~ n). If the
problem is on~ of unconstrained or constrained minimization, the
objective function is taken to be the last one. The remaining
functions are the constraint functions which define the feasible
set of the problem under consideration. It is assumed that the
problem functions g , •.• , g are real-valued functions with con1
tinuous second-order partialmderivatives.
The procedure minifun (minimization of functions) is virtually a
procedure for unconstrained minimization, irrespectively of
whether it is concerned with problem (1), (2) or (3). The constrained problem (2} is solved by sequential unconstrained minimization of a so-called penalty function for positive, decreasing
values of a controlling parameter r. In solving the system (3)
a sum of squares is mimimized. Thus, minifun is mainly concerned
with unconstrained minimization of a compound function, which is
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automatically generated. In this manual the compound function
will be denoted by P, and variously be referred to as penalty
function or P-function; the manner in which it is composed will
be explained in sec. 4 and 5,
Basically, the algorithm consists of a number of iterative processes: a constrained minimum is approximated by a sequence of
unconstrained minima (see sec. 4); an unconstrained minimum by
a sequence of line minima (see sec. 2 ); and a line minimum by
minima of interpolating functions (see sec. 3). The convergence
criteria at each of these stages are based on a prescribed
relative tolerance E and a prescribed absolute tolerance E •
2
1
Furthermore, it is possible to stipulate that the tolerance must
be obtained in the value of the objective function, in the components of a minimum solution, or in both. We shall say that two
successive approximati~ns ak and ak+l of a certain quantity differ
by less than the relative tolerance € and the absolute tolerance
1
E if
2

This notation and this terminology will be used to describe the
convergence criteria in the sections to follow. It has been our
intention to design a procedure which calculates a solution with
the a priori desired accuracy.
2. Unconstrained minimization (generation of search directions).
An iteration of an unconstrained-minimization technique consists
of two operations; the generation and the exploration of a search
direction. The following methods for generating the search
direction to the next iteration point have been incorporated in
minifun.
a) The conjugate-direction method of Powell (19 64), henceforth
referred to as the P64 algorithm. This method consists of a number
of major cycles of (n+1) linear searches each. At the beginning
of a major cycle a set of n linearly independent directions is
available (the unit vectors for the first major cycle). A linear
search is made along these directions, whereafter a new direction
is generated and explored to replace one of the old directions.
Replacement is such that the danger of obtaining nearly dependent
directions is avoided as much as possible (see also Kowalik and
Osborne (1968) and Sargent (1973)). The algorithm terminates as
soon as the initial point and the endpoint of a major cycle differ
in each component by less than the relative tolerance ~j and the
absolute toleranceE , o~ 6f the distance between these two points
2
1
is smaller than
10
• Thereafter, the endpoint of the cycle
will be delivered as an approximation to an unconstrained minimum
of the P-function.
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b) The variable-metric method with the u datin formula
derived by Broyden 1970 , Fletcher 1970 l:lld Shanu,,,o (1970).
This method will henceforth be referred to as the BFS algorithm.
The search directions emanating from the current iteration
point x is generated ~ya transformation of the gradient 'vP(~)
of P evlluated at x . The transformation is linear and can be
k
written as

The ma~rix Hk is initially set to the unit matrix, and updated
according to

The ~uantities ok, Yk and Tk are defined by
ok = xk+1 - xk,
Yk = VP (xk+ 1 ) - VP( xk),
Tk = 1 + ykTHkYk/akTYk.
The BFS algorithm terminates as soon as two successive iteration
point~ xk and xk+l differ in each component by less than the
relative_tol~rance_E and th~ ab~olut~ tolerance E2 during n
1
consecutive iterations.
Termination will also occur as soon as
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
11 'vP(xk+ 1 )
11 a'k

11

II< 10- 10 ,
< 10-10'

T

< 10-20'

T

< 10-20

I ~k yk I
yk HkYkl

Thereafter, t~e poi~t_xk+ will be taken as an approximation to
1
an unconstrained minimum of P.
c) The method of Newton with the modifications proposed by
Fiacco and McCormick (1968), henceforth referred to as the NFM
algorithm. Let Gk denote the Hessian matrix of P evaluated at the
current iteration point x. The matrix G will be factorized
(see Martin, Peters and wflkinson (1965)1, and if it is found
to be positive-definite, the search direction will be solved from
the system

(4)
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Otherwise, a modified system will be solved as proposed by Fiacco
and McCormick (1968). If factorization fails, then sk will be set
to the steepest-descent direction -'vP(xk). The NFM algorithm
terminates as soon ~s x and xk+ differ in each component by
1
less than the relative folerance E and the absolute tolerance E .
1
2
Termination will also 0ccur as soon as one of the conditions
11

'vP(xk+ ) 11 < 10-

II x

1

10

,

- x 11 < 10- 1 O
k+1
k
'

is satisfied. Thereafter, the point xk+ will be delivered as an
1
approximation to an unconstrained minimum of P.

3. Linear searches (exploration of search directions.)
A method for unconstrained minimization is said to have the
property of ~uadratic termination (Fletcher and Powell (1963))
if it minimizes a quadratic function with a positive definite
Hessian matrix in a finite number of iterations. Methods with
this property, like the algorithms described in the previous
section, are highly efficient in a neighbourhood of a minimum,
even if the function to be minimized is not quadratic. The theoretical proof of quadratic termination relies on the assumption
that the next iteration point xk
is given by x 1 = xk +aksk
· the value of a which
·
+1 · .
k+.1.
where akis
minimizes
the function

In minifun, exploration of~ s~arch dire~tion ~o approximat~ ak
is carried out with quadratic interpolation. First, three line
coordinates a< b <care determined such that

and

Next, the coordinate dof the point which minimizes the interpolating quadratic is determined. The search terminates if the
function values P(xk + b sk) and P(xk
sk) differ by less than
the relative tolerance o = ~~n (E 1 , 10 ) and the absolute
1
tolerance o = min ( E , 10_ ). If the con~ergence te~t fails,
2
2
one of the two extreme coordinates a and c is removed in a manner
which guarantees that the remaining extremes still enclose a line
minimum. Thereafter, interpolation and testing is repeated. For
more details, we may refer to Powell (1964), Kowalik and Osborne
(1968) and Box, Davies and Swann (1969).
A line minimum is approximated by the point with the lowest Pvalue obtained during the linear search.

+_g
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4. Constrained minimization via a
function.
' In solving problem (2 , minifun is concerned with the penalty
function
P ( x ) = g ( x ) + r b ( x ) + r - 1 [1 ( x ) + e ( x ) ]
m

( 5)

containing the logarithmic-barrier term
b(x) = - L i n g.(x)
i E I
i
1

( 6)

and the quadratic-loss terms
l(x)

=

L
. E

i

and
e(x)
The index sets I

1

and I

=
2

I

{min [ 0, g. ( x TI }2
i

(7)
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g. (x).
i

i
are defined by

I1

= {i

g. ( X
i 0

I2

= {i

O; i E I} '
g.(x)-'
i 0

)

>

O; i E I} '

( 8)

where x denotes the (user-supplied) starting point of the
computa~ions for solving (2). The parameter r in (5) controls the
convergence to a · minimum solution
of problem (2). Let x(rk) be
a point minimizing (5) over the set

x

for a fixed, positive value rk or r. Under mild conditions one
has
1 im gm [ x ( r k ) ]

k

➔ oo

= g

(xl

m

and
lim { 1 [x(rk)] + e [x(rk)]} = 0
k ➔ 00
provided that rk is a monotonic, decreasing null sequence as
k ➔ 00 • This provides the framework of the algorithm. For more
details we may refer the reader to Fiacco and McCormick (1968)
and the present author (1970, 1972a).
If certain uniqueness conditions are satisfied at a minimum solution
and if the problem functions have continuous second derivatives, then the trajectory x(r) of points minimizing Pis a
continuously differentiable vector function of r in a neighbour-

x,
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hood of r = 0. The k-th derivative of x(r) exists accordingly as
the problem functions admit of (k+1)th derivatives ( k ~ 1).
Under certain additional uniqueness conditions x(r) can be expanded in a Taylor series about x. This provides the basis for
extrapolation in order to obtain a more accurate approximation of

x.
The controlling parameter r is initially given the valuer
0
defined by
2
r = max( 10- 2 , 10- I v*I ),
(9)
where v* denotes an°estimate of the minimum value g (x)of problem
(2) . By the choice of r according to (9) we avoid fhe danger of
0
using a parameter value which is too small (the minimum value of
the problem should not be approximated with an excessive accuracy).
Successive values r , r ... assigned tor are generated by
2
1
r k = 10

-1/3 r k- l

•

( 10 )

Thus, the controlling E~J~meter is successively reduced by roughly;. The choice_~f 10
makes the output more readable: starting with r = 10
the sequence of parameters is given by 0.01,
o.464, 0.2~2, 0.001, ....
The convergence to the constrained minimum is accelerated by
polynomial extrapolation using the unconstrained penalty-function
minima x(r ), x(r ), ... as grid points. Polynomials up to the
sixth degr~e are Jmployed. Let X(k, 1) denote the approximation
of the constrained minimum based on x(rk ), ... , x(r ).
Sequential unconstrained minimization will be stoppedkas soon as
the components of X(k, 1) and X(k-1, 1-1) and/or g (X(k, 1)) and
gm (X(k-1, 1-1)) differ by less than the relative folerance E
1
and the absolute tolerance e .
2
Thereaft er, X(k , 1) is taken as an approximation of the constrained minimum.
Note: Many experiments indicate that polynomial extrapolation up
to the sixth degree is not really necessary. For a variety of
problems, quadratic extrapolation is sufficient to obtain a stable
and rapid approximation of the constrained minimum. If X(k, 2) and
X (k+1, 2) denote two successive approximations, then the error
(the deviation with respect to x) is reduced by 10 if formula (10)
is employed to decrease the value of the controlling parameter.
Note: The penalty-function minima x(r ), x(r ), ... will in1
variably satisfy the constraints (i E ~ ) which are strictly
1
satisfied at the starting point x . It may clearly happen that the
extrapolated approximations X(k, ~) violate some of these constraints.
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5, Non-linear (in)equalities.
When minifun is used to find a solution of the system (3), it
minimizes the compound function
P(x) =L{(min [O, gi(x)]}
iEI

2

2

+Lgi (x).

(11)

iEE

The search directions in the process of minimizing Pare generated
in accordance with the Gauss-Newton method. Let xk be the current
iteration point, and let us introduce the index set

to indicate the inequalities which are violated at xk. Let J be
the matrix with rowsv7g.(xk), i~V(xk)vE. Furthermore, we tafe dk
to denote the vector with comJ?onent s. gi ( xk) , iEV ~ xk) v E.
Then the search direction skis obtained oy solving

T

T

Jk Jksk = -Jk dk.
.

T

.

.

.

.

.

In fact, the matrix Jk Jkis an approximation to the Hessian matrix
of the compound function (11), so that the Gauss-Newton method for
solving the system (3) is closely related to Newton's method for
minimizing(11).
Once a search direction has been obtained, the linear search will
be carried out with the method sketched in sec. 3.

6. On the choice of methods.
In this section we shall first indicate how the methods for unconstrained minimization have been selected from the confusing
variety of methods proposed in the last few years. There are two
criteria by which these methods may be classified:
a) quadratic termination ( a property which was described in sec.
3);
b) the order of the method (the highest order of the derivatives
required to generate the search directions).
Numerically, methods with the property of quadratic termination are
highly efficient in a neighbourhood of an unconstrained minimum,
but they differ in the highest order of the derivatives required
to find the successive search directions. There are zeroth-order
methods using function values of P only; there is a large class of
first order methods (ranging from the method of steepest descent
to the sophisticated variable-metric or quasi-Newton methods)
operating with the first derivatives of P; and lastly, there are the
second-order methods (Newton's method with several variants) using
the first and second derivatives of P. In most cases, higher-order
methods seem to be faster than lower-order methods. One may take
advantage of this when higher-order derivatives can easily be
supplied.
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Hence, we decided that minifun should contain a method of order
O, order 1 and order 2 and all of these should have the property
of quadratic termination.
One of the best methods for unconstrained minimization without
calculating derivatives seems to be the method of Powell (1964).
It is a method with quadratic termination, and it has accordingly
been chosen as the zeroth-order method to be incorporated in minifun.
A frequently cited first-order method is the DFP algorithm due to
Davidon (1959) and Fletcher and Powell (1963), Although a very
powerful method, it is exceeded by the BFS algorithm independently developed by Broyden (1970), Fletcher (1970) and Shanno (1970).
In its classical form the second-order method of Newton has a few
inconveniences if the function to be minimized is non-convex or
if its Hessian matrix is singular at some iteration points. These
disadvantages are possibly removed by the modifications of Fiacco
and McCormick (1968). We have extensively tested this promising
variant of Newton's method.
For many problems it is difficult or practically impossible to
supply the first and/or second derivatives of the problem functions. This would impose a serious limitation on the choice of
methods for unconstrained minimization. Therefore, minifun has
been written to generate derivatives by numerical differentiation
so that the user can easily proceed to a higher-order method. In
this paper, the order of information is understood to be the
highest order of the derivatives supplied by the user. With the
facilities of numerical differentiation, minifun has been designed in such a way that a first-order method may also be employed with zeroth-order information (no derivatives), and a
second-order method with first-order information. The first-order
or second-order derivatives are then obtained by numerical
differentiation of the function to be minimized or its derivatives
respectively. We have omitted the possibility of using a secondorder method with information of order O only.
The choice of the linear-search method described in sec. 3
(quadratic interpolation with a strong convergence criterion)
has been motivated by the author (1972b) in a comparison with
other well-known methods (golden-section algorithm, cubic interpolation, ... ).
Finally, the choice of the interior-exterior penalty function
(with a logarithmic-barrier term and a quadratic-loss term) rests
upon arguments brought forward by Fiacco and McCormick (1968) and
by the author (1970, 1972b).
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7. Problem formulation, scaling, constraint balance.
Before giving directions for use it is worthwhile to pay some
attention to the problem formulation. The user should know that
badly scaled or unbalanced problems will lead to numerical
difficulties during the computations.
Theoretically, improper scaling might seem to be quite harmless.
The NFM-algorithm and the BFS-algorithm, for instance, minimize
any quadratic function with a positive-definite Hessian matrix
in 1 or n iterations respectively. One might therefore hope that
minimization of a non-quadratic function will not be affected by
improper scaling. In practice, however, many difficulties have
been observed during the computational process. To avoid these
difficulties one could, for instance, choose the units of the
physical, chemical or other quantities in such a way that each of
the variables in the problem varies over a range of the same order
of magnitude (preferably over the interval (0,1) or (-1 ,1)).
Alternatively, the units could be chosen in such a way that the
non-zero components of the expected minimum are of the same order
of magnitude.
Difficulties due to unbalanced constraints can eas ily be explained by giving a simple example. Let us first discuss unbalanced
inequality constraints. The problems
minimize g(x, y) subject to }
x~O
10000 y~O

( 12)

minimize g(x, y) subject to}
x~O
y~O

( 13)

and

are mathematically equivalent, but numerically they are not.
They give rise to different penalty functions so that the course
of the computations may also be quite different. If one starts
from a point with positive coordinates, the penalty function for
problem(1 2 ) is automatically taken to be
g(x, y) - r ln x - r ln(10000y),
which clearly differs by a constant from the penalty function
associated with (13). Hence, there will virtually be no difference
in the computations for solving (12) or (13), if the starting
point is "strictly" feasible. But if one takes a starting point
which violates both constraints, the penalty function will be
given by
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From the form of this function it is easy to understand how the
numerical difficulties arise. First, an attempt is made to find
a point which satisfies the second constraint. Violation of the
first constraint will make only a small contribution to the value
of the penalty function: this constraint violation will be hardly
noticed. The remedy is obvious, however. One has to attach appropriate weight factors to the constraints of (12) so that this
problem is reduced to (13). Generally, we advise the user to
supply a st~ ding point x for the problem (2) such that
1 ; i EI (see0 also sec. 8 and sec. 12).
g.(x) > 10
i

0

Imbalance of equality constraints can be overcome in two different ways. Weight factors can be introduced, just as in the
case of inequality constraints. One frequently comes across a
system of equality constraints
g. ( x)

i

= g.i (x)

- b.

i

= 0;

i E }

1'

,'

where the constants b. differ considerably in order of magnitude.
i
.
Such a system is conveniently replaced by
b. -1 .....
g. ( x ) = 1; i. E E .
i

i

It is far more profitable, however, to use the equality constraints in order to eliminate some variables by solving them in
terms of the remaining ones. Then the number of variables as well
as the number of constraints is reduced. The inclusion of the
explicit equality constraint x + x = 1, for instance, does not
1
2
give the best problem formulation. A better formulation could
be obtai~e~ if x is_replaced by 1 - x ~hrough~ut the problem.
2
1
The explicit constraint could then be omitted without any
difficulties .

8 . Pathological behaviour of penalty-function algorithms.
The penalty-function approach for solving inequality constrained
problems via unconstrained minimization is based on a number of
assumptions which are often violated in practice. The most important assumptions (as described by the author (1970) )are the
following ones:
a) The constraint set is a compact, convex set, and it contains
at least one point which satisfies the inequality constraints
with strict inequality sign.
b) The objective function is defined on the constraint set, and
convex.
c) Certain conditions are satisfied which are necessary to establish local uniqueness of a minimum solution
and uniqueness
of the vector u of associated Lagrangian multipliers. One of
these conditions is the strict complementarity of the KuhnTucker point (x, u) implying that the multipliers corresponding to the active constraints are positive.

x,
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This section presents a number of examples to show the pathological behaviour of penalty-function algorithms if some of these
basic assumptions are not satisfied.
Example 1. If the constraint set is unbounded, it may happen that
the penalty function h~s no finite minimum for r > O. Consider
the two-dimensional problem
minimize f(x , x ) subject to
1
2

where f is equal to the constant value c, for any x and x .
2
If the starting point of the computations is strictly feasible
(i.e. if it has positive components), the penalty function (5)
for solving this problem reduces to the logarithmic-barrier
function
c - r ln x

1

- r ln x .
2

It is obvious that this function has no finite minimum over the
positive orthant for positive values of r. If the starting point
violates both constraints of the problem, the penalty function (5)
reduces to the quadratic-loss function

Difficulties would not arise here, as the reader may verify. This
example shows a behaviour of barrier functions which is likely
to occur if a slowly varying function is minimized over an unbounded constraint set. The remedy is obvious, however. One
could introduce the additional constraint

where K is large enough to avoid that the solution to the original problem is cut off.
Example 2. Occasionally, a penalty function has a finite minimum
for sufficiently small values of r only. This may happen if the
constraint set is unbounded, or if constraint violations do not
increase rapidly enough. Consider the one-dimensional example
minimize x subject to exp (x) ~ 1 .
If the starting point of the computations is feasible, the penalty function (5) for solving the problem can be wri tten as the
logarithmic-barrier function
x - r ln[exp (x) - 1].
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Let x(r) denote the point minimizing this function over the interior of the constraint set. By differentiating and putting the
derivative equal to zero, the reader can easily verify that x(r)
is defined for O < r < 1 only, and given by
x(r)

ln ( 1-r).

In a similar fashion it is possible to show that the associated
quadratic-loss function

x + r -1 { min [ 0, exp (x) -1]} 2
has a finite minimum for O<r<; only~
This is due to the particular property that constraint violations in this problem cannot
be smaller than -1.
Example 3. Convergence to an unfeasible solution may occur if the
constraint set is non-convex, or even if some of the constraint
functions are non-concave. Consider the one-dimensional problem
minimize x subject to
x

2

➔ 4 and x ➔ 0.

If the computations start from an unfeasible solution the penalty
function for solving the problem is given by
) 2 }.
x + r -1 {[min ( O,x 2 - 4) ] 2 + [ min ( O,x]
On the interval (-2, 0) this function reduces to

By differentiating and putting the derivative equal to zero one
finds that a local minimum x(r) in the interval (-2, 0) has to
satisfy the equation
r + 4 x 3 - 14

whence
lim x ( r) = -

rl o

X

= 0

Y 3. 5.

For further information about the dangers of starting from unfeasible solutions we refer the reader to sec. 7 and sec.12.
Example 4. Extrapolation towards a constrained minimum is based
on the theoretical result that the trajectory x(r) of penaltyfunction minima can be expanded in a Taylor series about r = O,
in terms of r (see Fiacco and McCormick (1968), and Lootsma (1970)).
The result is true under certain uniqueness and complementarity
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conditions. Let us now consider the two-dimensional example
.

minimize x

2

1

+ x

2

2

.

subJect to

The logarithmic-barrier function associated with the problem can
be written as
xj 2 + x 2 - r ln x 1 - r ln x 2 .
2
The minimizing point (x (r), x (r)) is clearly given by
2
1
x (r)
1

= x 2 (r) = ~

../2r,

and these components are not differentiable at r = 0 so that a
Taylor series about r = 0 does not exist. The problem, however,
does not satisfy the condition that the Lagrangian multipliers u
1
and u associated with the active constraints must be positive.
This ~xample shows a behaviour which. is likely to occur if some
of the active constraints are redundant.
Part II. USER'S MANUAL.

9. Explanation of the parameter list.
Communication with minifun is possible via the parameters in the
parameter list only; there are no global parameters in minifun.
The declaration of minifun is as follows:
procedure minifun (x,function,xtype,gtype,lin,info, first,
second,method,n,m,raxmin,aaxmin,estimate,stop,converged,coc,
imax ) ;
value n,m,raxmin,aaxmin,estimate,stop,coc,imax;
integer info,method,n,m,stop,coc,imax;
real raxmin,aaxmin,estimate;
boolean converged;
real array x; integer array xtype,gtype;
boolean array lin;
procedure function,first,second;
<body>;
When minifun is called the actual parameters, which are here
denoted by the corresponding formal parameters, have the following meaning.
x

real array with elements x[1], ... , x(n]; before calling
minifun the starting point of the computations (a good
guess at the minimum solution) must be supplied by the user
and stored in x; on return x contains the solution cal-
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culated by minifun;
function

procedure with three parameters x, g, i; by a call the
real parameter g is evaluated for the current value of
the integer parameter i and the current values of the
elements in _the real array x[1 :n]; via this procedure
the user supplies the problem functions as functions
of the independent variables x[1], .•• , x[n]; the
declaration reads
procedure function (x, g, i);
integer i; real g; real array x;
<body>;

xtype

integer array with elements xtype [1], ... , xtype [n];
the elements of xtype must be assigned the value 1, 2
or 3; if x [j] is required to be an unrestricted variable then xtype [j] must be set to 1; if x [j] is
required to be non-negative, then xtype [j] must be
set to 2; if x [j] is required to satisfy the constraints O ~ x [j] ~ 1, then xtype [j] must be set to
3;

gtype

integer array with elements gtype[1], ... , gtype[m];
the elements of gtype must be assigned the values 1,
2 or 3; if the i-th problem function (supplied via the
procedure function) is required to be the objective
function, then gtype[i] must be set to 1; if the i-th
problem function is required to be non-negative, then
gtype [ i] must be set to 2; if the i-th problem function
is required to be zero, then gtype [i] must be set to
3; thus, the objective function and the constraint
functions may be given in any order , but we advise the
user to supply first the constraint functions (if any)
and thereafter the objective function of the problem
(see also sec.1 and sec. 12);

lin

boolean array with elements lin
if the i-th problem function is
must be set to true; otherwise,
to false; this array is used to
tiation;

info

integer expression; this parameter (the order of information) must be given the value o, 1 or 2 to indicate that no derivatives (info=O), first derivatives
(info=1), or first and second derivatives (info=2) of
the problem functions will be supplied by the user;

[1] , ... , lin [m] ;
linear, then lin [i]
lin [i] must be set
facilitate differen-
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first

procedure with three parameters x, dg, and i;
by a call the elements of the real array dg[1 :n]
are evaluated for the current value of the integer
parameter i and the current values of the elements of
the real array x[1:n]; it is assumed that dg[j] is the
first-order partial derivative of the i-th problem
function with respect to x[j]; only non-zero derivatives need be supplied; the declaration reads
procedure first (x, dg, i);
integer i; real array x, dg;
(body';>;
if the user does not want to supply the first
derivatives, a dummy procedure must be declared, and
the parameter info must be set to O;

second

procedure with three parameters x, ddg, and i; by a
call the elenents of the real array ddg[1 :n, 1:n] are
evaluated for the current value of the integer parameter i and the current values of the elements of the
real array x[1 :n]; it is assumed that ddg[j,k] is the
second-order partial derivative of the i-th problem
function with respect to x[j] and x[k] ; only non-zero
derivatives with j~ (the upper-right part of the
Hessian matrix) need be supplied; the declaration
reads
procedure second(x, ddg, i);
integer i; real array x, ddg;
(body>;
if the user does not want to supply the second
derivatives, a dummy procedure must be declared and
the parameter info must be set to O or 1;

method

integer expression; this parameter must be assigned
the value O, 1 or 2; if method= 0 a zeroth-order
method for unconstrained minimization will be used
(the P64 algorithm without derivatives); if method=
1 a first-order method will be used (the BFS algorithm
for minimization problems and the Gauss-Newton algorithm for non-linear (in)equalities, both of which
require first derivatives of the problem functions);
if method= 2 a second-order method will be employed
(the NFM algorithm which requires first and second
derivatives of the problem functions); a higher-order
method is often faster than a lower-order method;
generally we advise the user to set the parameter
method to the value which has been assigned to the
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parameter info or even to the value info +1; if
method has been given a value greater than info, the
missing derivatives will be generated by numerical
differentiation; the combination info= 0 and method
= 2 is not allowed;
n

integer expression; the number of variables;

m

integer expression; the number of problem functions;

raxmin

real expression; relative toler~§ce of the solution
to be calculated; a value of 10
is suggested;

aaxmin

real expression; absolute toler~gce of the solution
to be calculated; a value of 10
is suggested;

estimate

real expression; an estimate of the value of the
objective function at a minimum solution; it is only
used in constrained minimization in order to find the
valuer of formula (9);
0

stop

integer expression; this parameter must be assigned
the value O, 1 or 2 to indicate that the accuracy is
required in the minimum value of the objective
function (stop= o) , in the components of a minimum
solution (stop= 1), or in both (stop= 2 );

converged

boolean variable; this parameter is set to true by
minifun if one of the convergence criteria is satisfied; otherwise , converged will be false on return
from minifun;

coc

integer expression; this parameter (the conditional
output control parameter) must be given the value O,
1 or 2; if coc = 0 then no output will be given; if
coc = 1 then minifun produces short output in every
iteration, and x-output in the first and the last
iteration of an unconstrained-minimization cycle; in
addition to this, x-output appears in every iteration
if coc = 2; an explanation will be given in sec. 10;

imax

integer expression; the maximum number of iterations
permitted by the user.

10. Output.
The procedure minifun has been designed for use with the Electrologica XS computer. It calls some of the output procedures and
·a time procedure available in the ALGOL 60 system.
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Short output is a single-line summary of the current iteration
presenting the iteration number, the value of the penalty function
and the length of its gradient both evaluated at the current
iteration point, the distance between the current and the preceding iteration point, and the time elapsed since the start of the
computations.
X-output is a print of the current iteration point (solution
veetor) and the gradient of the penalty function at this point.
~-output is a print of the values of the problem functions at the
current iteration point, and the current approximation (dual
solution) of the Lagrangian multipliers of problem ( 2 ).
Some messages may be given during the computations. They are selfexplanatory so that they do not need to be discussed here.
The subroutines and procedures of scientific software libraries
(for numerical problems such as the solution of linear equations,
t he integration of differential equations, etc) are normally
written without standard output provisions. For optimization procedures, which are frequently used to improve a guess at an
optimum solution, output provisions are indispensable. This is a
common experience in linear programming and we have accordingly
incorporated standard output facilities in minifun (see Lootsma
197 5) ) •
11. Example.
In sec. 14 an example is shown where minifun is call ed to compute the distance between the set of points (x ,x ,x )such that
1 2 3
x1

and the set of points

2

+ x

2
2

+ x

2

3

~

5,

(x ,x ,x ) satisfying the constraints

4 5 6

( X4 - 3)

4 ~

x

2

+ x

2

5

<

1,

6 ~ 8.

The problem functions are supplied via the procedure distance,
and their first and second derivatives via the procedures ddistance and dddistance respectively. By setting the arrays gtype and
lin the user indicates how these functions have to be processed.
Thus, a constraint function is evaluated when distance is called
for i such that 1 < i < 4, and the objective function when i = 5.
The starting point-is ~hosen to be (1,1 ,1,3,0, 5), Thereafter,
minifun is called to solve the problem.
12. Possible traps.
The facilities for numerical differentiation in minifun can also
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be used to check the derivatives supplied by the user. Errors in
the derivatives are extremely dangerous since they do not reveal
themselves in the early stages of the minimization process.
Several iterations, reducing the penalty function considerably,
may be carried out before the process suddenly stops. To recognise the last obtained iteration point as an erratic solution is
only possible if the user has a thorough knowledge of his problem,
or if he tries to find a solution from different starting points.
An easy and often satisfactory check, however, is obtained by
comparison of the derivatives with their numerical approximations,
both evaluated at the starting point of the minimization process.
So, minifun checks first derivatives by comparing them with differences of function values, and second derivatives by comparing
them with differences of first derivatives. The maximum relative
deviation is printed. If this is more than 1% we advise the user
to look for errors in the derivatives which he has given.
Any gradient method for minimizing a function is essentially
using local information so that it can only produce a local minimum. Therefore, the starting point of the minimization process
should be a good guess at a global solution. Furthermore, one
should try to solve a given problem from different starting points.
If the same solution is produced in all these runs it may indeed
be a global minimum.
If the problem is one of constrained minimization, and if the
starting point is unfeasible, convergence to an unfeasible point
may occur (see also sec. 7 and sec. 8). The procedure has probably located undesired local minima of the penalty function or, and
this may even be worse, there is no solution to the constraints
at all. An unconstrained-minimization method cannot distinguish
between these two cases. The user should inspect the problem
formulation and / or restart the computations from another point.
It is worth noting that minifun can be used to generate a better
starting point, if the objective function is taken to be the
last of the problem functions. The parameter m must be set to the
number of constraints. The objective function is then ignored,
and minifun reduces the infeasibilities in an attempt to find a
solution to the constraints. Thereafter, the parameter m must be
set to the number of problem functions, an~ minifun must be called
again to solve the constrained minimization problem, starting
from the point which has just been generated.
If the penalty functiondecreasesbelow reasonable limits, this
may be an indication that a finite solution does not exist. The
user should then check whether the problem formulation is correct
and whether the proper constraints are imposed. Define a constraint
set which is bounded!
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In sec. 7 we argued that improper scaling may lead to numerical
difficulties during the minimization process. It could be helpful to choose the units of the physical, chemical or other
quantities of the problem in such a way that each of the variables
varies over a range of the same order of magnitude (preferably
over the interval (0,1) or (-1 ,1)). Alternatively, the units
could be chosen in such a way that the non-zero components of
the expected minimum are of the same order of magnitude.
13. Performance.
The performance of minifun on a few well-known test problems may
be found in a paper by the present author (197 2b), where several
unconstrained-minimization methods and several linear-search
methods are compared. For these problems, quadratic interpolation
with a strong convergence criterion (QUs) was almost consistently
successful in the P64, the BFS and the NFM algorithm. Hence we removed the other linear searches from previous versions of minifun.
The performance of the present version is displayed in the rows
corresponding to QUs, in the tables I-IX of the cited paper.
The significance of numerical differentiation in minifun and a
preliminary comparison with other programmes for non-linear
optimizationhavebeen described by the author (1 975), The general
conclusions are as follows. Minifun is somewhat slower than some
FORTRAN programmes based on the reduced-gradient method. Mostly,
uifferentiation should be used as far as possible. Thus, if the
user is not in a position to supply first derivatives, the BFS
algorithm should be used (method= 1) with numerical approximations to the first derivatives (info= O); if he cannot supply
second derivatives, the NFM algorithm should be employed (method
= 2 ) with numerical approximations to the second derivatives
(info= 1).
Practical experience has shown that minifun can be used to solve
problems with up to 50 variables and 50 constraints.
Part III. PROGRAMMING DETAILS.
14. Structure and listing of minifun.
The procedure minifun consists mainly of a µumber of procedures
to compute the penalty function and its derivatives, and to carry
out unconstrained minimization of the penalty function.
The main programme of minifun checks the values assigned to
various parameters in order to decide whether the problem to be
solved has the type (1), ( 2 ) or (31. The parameter values are
printed out (if desired), and the procedures errorgrad and errorhess are called to compare the analytical derivatives supplied by
the user and the numerical derivatives, both evaluated at the
starting point. Thereafter, a cycle for (sequential) unconstrained
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minimization is set up. Unconstrained minimization is carried out
by the procedure rcycle, and extrapolation by the procedure extrapol. The convergence test for
constrained-minimization problems
is applied at the end of the cycle with the procedure ready.
The main programme of ~he procedure rcycle generates the search
directions according to the methods explained in sec. 2 and 5,
The procedures penalty, gradient, and hessian are used to compute
the penalty function, and its first and second derivatives respectively. The procedure quadsearch controls the linear search
and calls the procedure move (to locate an interval embracing a
line minimum; see sec. 3) and the procedure interpol (to approximate a line minimum by quadratic interpolation). The procedure
cholesky is used to factorize the Hessian matrix (see sec.2) and
to solve the system (4).
The penalty function (5) is evaluated by the procedure penalty,
but the index sets r and I defined by (8) and the index set E
1
corresponding to the equality constraints are determined at other
places. The main programme of minifun incorporates all the inequality constraints in a barrier term. The main programme of
rcycle, at last, generates the sets r and r ; the inequality con1
2
straints violated at the starting point are transferred to the
loss term (7); the remaining inequality constraints constitute
the barrier term (6). The procedure transfer is called by penalty
to avoid the generation of very large numbers during the calculation of the logarithmic-barrier term.
If an objective function has not been supplied by the user, the
penalty function (11) will be generated. The main programme of
minifun takes care of this.
Output duringunconstrainedminimization will be given by the
procedure output1. A detailed account of the number of function,
gradient, and Hessian-matrix evaluations will be supplied via the
procedure output 2 . Finally, the results of extrapolation will be
printed via the procedure output3.
The listing on the pages to follow shows a programme where minifun is called to solve the example of sec.~1.
15. System procedures called by minifun.
The following procedures, which are called by minifun, do not
need to be declared in an ALGOL 60 programme for the Electrologica XS computer in Philips Research Laboratories.
procedure absfixt (n,m,x); value n,m,x;
integer n,m; real x; comment when this procedure is called the
absolute value of x will be printed in fixed-point representation:
one space, n decimal digits (leading zeroes being replaced by
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begin camaent example where minitun is called to canpute the
distance between the set of points (x[1 ),x[2J,x[3]) such that
x[1 J,4.2 + x[2),4.2 + x[3],+.2 < 5,
am the set of points (x[4),x[5),x[6JT -.tisfying the constraints
(x[4) - 3),4.2 + x[5~ < 1,
4 < x[6J < 8.
- the starting point of the search is chosen to be (1,1,1,3,0,5);

procedure m1nifua(x,f'unction,xtype,gtype,11n,1nfo,f1rat,secord,
method,n,m,raxm1.n,aaxm1n,estinate,stop,converged,coc,1max);
-1.ue n, m, raxmin, aaxmin, estinate, atop, coc, 1nax;
integer inf0, method., n, m, stop, coc, 1-.x;
real raxmin, ae.xmin, estinate;
iiootean converged;
real array x; integer array xtype, gtype;

boo!een

~

11n;

procedurer\inction, first, secord;
begin real initr, factor, fmin,d.fmin, starttime;
1nie~ i,J,k,ieff,cycle,naxcycle,order,
np, ng, nh, naea.rch, nrp, mpn;
boolean bOUllded,obJect1ve,constra1nte,nlp,heading,
nonneg,incorrect;
reel [ray xrmin, xm1n, dxm1n[1 : n ), gmin, urmin, wuin[1 :m),

xtiS'l.e 1:n,o:6),utable[1:m,o:6],rtable[0:6);

boolean array logp[1 :m+2xn];

procedure rcycle(r,x.r,ur,raxr,aaxr); ffl.ue r;
real r, raxr, eaxr; real array xr, ur;
cciiiiient unconstra!iiecI m1.n1m1.zat1on to canpute an r-m1n1mum
x.r[1:n) ard the associated dual multipliers ur[i:m] with relative
a.rd absolute accuracy :raxr am aa.xr respectively;
begin integer 1tercnt,counter,reeet,rule,p\18J.uee,po1nter,n:axm;
boolean def,f&.11;
real prx.r,dprx.r,dprpO,augstep,deseent,gradl,distance,naxdp,
ln10,racc,aacc;
real array grad,dir,s1gna,yvec,dp0[1 :n],h[l:n,1:n),
gxr[1 :iiif,"agxrdx[l :m, 1 :n], step[O:n);
procedure penalty(p,t,q,gt,reJect,pw.l.uea);
integer reJect, pw.lues; real t; real ar1[r P, q, gt;
conment canputes the pro6reiii functfoiis gt 1 : m] ard the penalty
function at the point p[l :n) + t >< q[l :n] - reJect in:Ucates
whet.her this point is feasible or not: it is the in:lex of the
first encountered, violated conatr&int ;
begin integer 1,JJ real product,barrier,loss,pen;
real arrar xt[l :n"J;
~

~lues : • pYSlues + 1 ;

peml.ty :•pen:• loss:• O; reJect :• O;
. barrier : • O; product : • 1 ;
~ J : • 1 step 1 until n do xt [ J J : • p [ J ) + t >< q [ J ];
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1:f' nonneg or boumed t.hen
for J : • 1 step 1 u.ntU-n do
Degin ~ xtJ, ytJ ; integer xtypeJ ;

r

xtypeJ : - xtype J ] ;
if xtypeJ • 2 or xtypeJ • 3 then
o'e§!n xtJ :• xttJ];
-

if logp[m+J] then
begin if xtJ > .,..., o t.hen
begin product : • proQ\lct X xtJ ;

transfer(product,b&rrier)
em. else
beginreJect :• m+J j nrp :• nrpt,l ; goto fin em
em or logarithmic transfornation els~
l l xtJ < O then los■ : • loss + xtW-

eU:,:- of haDlling nonnegative "Variable;
IT" xtypeJ • 3 t.hen
begin ytJ : • ·1 --=xtJ ;
if logp[mprw-J) then
begin if ytJ > 111 O then
begin product : • product X ytJ ;
tranafer(product,barrier)
eni else
beginreJeet :• mpn+-J; nrp :=- nrp+1 ; goto
~ loge.rithm.tc tranafo:nmttion else ff" ytJ < o then loss :• loss + ytJW"
en:l- of harw:lling upper bound
era-of J loop;
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
begin real gti; integer gtypei;

fin eDl

function( xt,gt[i),i);
gti :• gt[i); gtypei :a gtype[i);
if gtypei • 1 t.hen pen : • pen + gti else
begin if gtyper;-2 then
beginit logp[i] t.h~
beginif gt1 > .,-10 t.hen
begin product : • product X gt 1. ;
tr&nsfer(product,barrier)
end else
begin reJect : • i ; nrp : • nrp + 1 ; ~ fin em
en:l of logarithmic transformation
else if gti < O t.hen loss:• loss+ gti,4_2
en:l of handling inequality constraints
else if gtypei • 3 then loss : • loss + gti~
end of transforming corurtrainte
end of 1 loop for genera.ting barrier am. loss term;
penalty :• pen + loss/r r x (barrier + ( if product•1 the!! O else ln(product)));
np :• np + 1;

fin:

-

en:i

of penalty;
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procedure traufer(p, IIUIDln); real.

it

p, sumln;

< 11-4o then
.+Jio; sumln : • sumln - 4o >< ln1 0 erd. J
if p > 11+1to then
begin p :• p x .~o: sumln :• sumln + 4o x ln10 em

been

egin p

eu:1

p

: • p ><

of transfer;

-

procedure gradient(xt,gt,dgtdx,dptdx)J
~ arral xt,gt,dgtdx,dptdx;
conment ccmputes gradients dgtdx[1 :m, 1 :n] or problem
function• and gradient dptdxfl:n) ar perlllty function
at the point xt[l :n] - the array gt[l :m] must contain the
values of the problem :tunctiona at this point;
begin real. rl ; integer 1, J: boolean add.1 ;
real.arre.y dxt, dg[1 : n);
ng :• ng + 1;
for j :• 1 step 1 until n do
begin dptdxTJr:• 0;
dxt[J) :• .,--3 >< abs(xt[J]) + .,-6;
eid of' initiating;
for i :• t step 1 until m do
for J :• 1 step , until n do dgtd.x[i, J] :• O;
for i : • 1 step 1 until m do
oegin real gti; integer gtypei;
gti :• gt[i J; gtypei :• gtype[i);
add.1 : • true J
if gtypei • , then rl :• 1 else

rr

gtypei. 2 tneii

J

-

logp [ i then rl : • -r/gt,1 ~
if gti < O ~ rt :• 2 x gti/r else
add.1 : • false

begin if

em

of baiiiling inequality constraints else
gtypei • 3 then r1 :• 2 x gtifr;
if addl then
begin ccaiiieiit f'im first deri va.ti ves or g1 ;
for j :• 1 step 1 until n do dg[J) :• O;
if'

tt

info> 1 then firet(xt,dg,1) else
oegin camnent--iiiinericaJ. differentiation;
for J :• 1 step l until n do
begin ~ xtJ, gdel ta;
xtj :• xt[J): xt[J] :• xtJ + dxt[J):
function(xt, &delta, i);
if 11n[1) ~ dg[J) :• (gdelta - gt[i])/dxt[JJ
else
beifn dg[J J :• gdelta; xt[J J :• xtJ - dxt[J J;
function(xt,gdelta,1);
dg[J) :• (dg[J) - gdelta)/(2 X dxt[J])
erd of generating J-th element;
xt[J) :• xtJ;
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end of J loop;
eo:l-of canputing first dert -vati ~BJ
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
begin dptdx1JT: • dptdx[J] +rt x dg[J J;
<litdx[i, J] :• dg[J]
end of adding constraint gradients
enr-of test for satisfied constraints in loss tenn
enI""-o:f' 1 loop;
F nonneg or bounded then
tor J : • 1step 1 untU--n do
begin real xtJ,ytJ,dptdxJ; integer xtypeJ;
xtypeJ : • xtype [ J ] ; dptdxJ : • dpt.rue [ J ] ;
if xtypeJ • 2 or xtypeJ • 3 then

begin xtJ :a xt[J);
if logp[m+J] then
dptdxJ :• dptdxJ - r/xtJ else
if xtJ < O then
dptdxJ :• dpt(Ji'J + 2 X xtJ/r
end of handling normegatiYe -variable;
tt xtypeJ • 3 then
begin ytJ : • l --=-xtJ ;
if' logp[m.pn+J] then
dptdxJ :• dptdxJ+r/ytJ else
if ytJ < o then
aptdx.J :• dptdxJ - 2

end

X ytJ/r
of hl!l.m.1.1ng upper bound;

dptdx[J] :• dptdxJ
of J loop;

end

e ~of gradient;

procedure heasian(xt,gt,dgtdx,hxt);
real array xt,gt,dgtdx,hxt;
'cciiiiient canputes the heesian natrix hxt[l :n,t:n] of the
penalty function at the point xt[l :n] - the arrays gt[l :m)
and dgtdx[l :m, 1 :n] must contain the w.1.uea and the first
derhe.tivea of the problem t'unctiona at this point;
begin real rl 1 , r2; integer 1, J, k;
boolean'"° a d d . 1 1 , ~
reel. a~y dxt,dgtdxi, dgdeltadx[l:n),ddg(l:n,l:n];
ii'Fi"7+ , ,,•
for J :• 1 step l until n do
for k :• J step l until n do hxt(J, k] :• 0;
for J :• 1 etep l until n do
a:x't[J) :• :rr-3 X abs(xt[JJ) + ;=6;
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
begin real gti ; integer gtypei ;
gt1 :• gt(i]; gtype1 :• gtype(i) ;
&ddl 1 :• true ; add2 :• (not lin[1)) and method • 2;
for J : • 1Step 1 until
do
agtdxi[J] :aclgtd.x[i,J];
-

.

n
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if gtypei • , then
begin add.11 :•tifse ; r2 : • 1 end else
if gtypei • 2 then
if logp[iT'then
rl 1 :• r ~ ; r2 :• -r/gti end else
begn it gt1 < O then
rl 1 :• 2/r; r2 :• 2 X gti/r end~

beenegin

egin

add.11

em

:• add2 :• false

of halldling aatlsfied constraints in loss term
of handling inequal.i ty constraints else
it gtypei • 3 then
b.!£n rl 1 :• 2/r; _r2 :• 2 x gti/r ~ ;
it add.11 then
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
be§!!i real factor;
factor:• rlt x dgtdxi[J);
for k :• J step 1 until n do
hxt[J,k] :• hxt[J,k) + faetorx dgtdxi[k]
end of adding product of constraint gradients;
Ir add2 then
be§!_n cooiiieiit tim secord deri ~tives of g1;
tor J :• l step 1 until n do
for k :• J step 1 until n do ddg[J, k] :• O;
if info• 2 then secoiil(xt,ddg,i) else
begin caument~erical differentiation; real xtJ;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
begin xtJ :;;"""xt[J); xt[J) :•xtJ + dxt[J);
for k :• J step 1 until n do

eor-

ciileltadx.[kJ---;;-o;

f1rst(xt,dgdeltadx,i);
:for k :• J step t until n do
dag[ J, k) : • fcli{el taaxlkJ - dgtdx1 [k)) /dxt [ J ) ;
xt [ J ] : • xtJ ;
eul of J loop
eor-of canput1ng secom. deriw.t1ves;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
for k :• J stet 1 until n dO
iiit[J, k] :• hx.t J, k) + r2 X ddg[J, k)
end of adding hessian of constraints
e:ni::r-of i loop;
if nonneg or bounled then
tor J : • 1step 1 untU:--n do
begin real xtJ,ytJ,hxtJJ; integer xtypeJ;
hxtJJ :• hxt(J, J]; xtypeJ :• xtype(J J;

if xtypeJ • 2 or xtypeJ • 3 then
xtJ :• xtf'J];
if logp[MJ) then

oeg1n

hxtJJ :• hxtJJ+r/xt.JA.2
if xtJ < O then
hxtJJ :• hxtJJ + 2/r

~
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e:r¥l of bandl.ing nonnegative variable J
if xtypeJ • 3 then
begin yt.J : • 1 --=-itJ ;

if' logp(mpn+J) then

lixtJJ : • hxtJJ
if

+

ytJ < o then

i]ytJ"'2 else

hxtJJ :• hxtJJ

end

+ 2/r
of' handling upper boom;

hxt[J,J] :• hxtJJ

em

of J loop;
eril Of hesaian;

procedure quadsea.rch(point,prpoint,gpoint,s,augatep,
racc,eacc,directed);
wl. ue race, aacc; real. prpoint, sugstep, race, eacc;
boolean directed;real
point,gpoint,e;
caiiiient 1nee.r search aJ.ong direction s[1:n) fran point[l:n)
- sugstep is the initial step size in the search direction
- directed 1:r¥11cates whether a search 1n both senses
(positive am negative) is necessary or not;
begin integer i,j,eense;
reii a,b,c,pra.,prb,prc;
real" array ga,gb,gc[1 :m];
pwuues :.., O;
a :• b :• c :s O; pre. :• prb :• pre :• prpoint;
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
ga[i) :• gb[I'f:• gc[i] :a gpo1nt[1);
if sugstep ne o a.rd. sum(J,1,n,e.bs(s[J))) ne O then
begin sense:• sign~ eugstep) ;
-move(point, s, a, b, c, pra, prb, prc, ga, gb, gc, eugetep,
sense,pvalues);
if dir~ed. then
begin sugstep"";; sugatep/2; sense :• 2 x sense erd el,ie
begin sugatep : • - sugstep J sense : • - sense en:l ; if a • b or b • c then
move(point;i,a,b,c,pra,prb,prc,ga,gb,gc,sugstep,
sense,pvalues);
1nterpol(point,s,a,b,c,pra,prb,prc,ga,gb,gc,
pvaluee,racc,aacc);
e:r¥l of search;
sh1ft1(b,b,prpoint,prb,gpo1nt,gb);
for J :-= 1 step 1 until n do
point[J) :• point[J] +bx s[Jl;
sugstep :• b
eni of qW!dsearch;

arrar

procedure
real.

shi:rt1(y,z,pry,p:rz, gy,gz);

y, z, pry, prz; real. array

gy, gz;

oegin integer 1 ; y--,;-z ; pry : • prz ;
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for i :• 1 ste;e 1 until
enl ot shirt, J

m do gy[i) :• gz[i)
-

procedure move(point,s,a,b,c,pra,prb,prc,(!/1,,f!P,gc,BUgetep,
sense,pw.l.ue1)J
integer sense,pwJ.ueaJ real a,o,c,pra,prb,prc,BUgstep;
real array point,e,ga,gb,gcJ
conment locates three coordirates a, b, and c a.long the
search direction such that ptfl. > prb and prb < pre J
begin integer neteps,idle; real d,prd,nw.tiplier;
real array gd [ 1 : m) ; bool~turther J
further : • true J multiplier : • 2 J
~or nateps :• 1 while p~ues < 50 an:l further do
oegj.n d :• b + eugstep;
prd :• pena].ty(point,d, s, gd, idle, pw.luea);
if idle> o then
oegin augstep :• sugtJtep/2; multiplier :• o. 5 en:l else
if prd < prb then
begin g_- sense> O ~ sh1:f't1(a,b,pra,prb,ga,gb) ~

8h1:rt1(c,b,prc,prb,gc,gb);
if sense-2 or sens~ then further:• false else
BUgstep : • muftiplier x sugetep;
ah1:rt1(b,d,prb,prd,gb,gd)

end else

begiii'if sense> O then eh1:f't1(c,d,prc,prd,gc,gd) else
shi:ftl(a,d,pre.,prd,ga,gd);
if' senae-1 or senae-1 then further:• f'al.se else
misstep : • augetepJ2
end ot testing teasible trial point d
of nateps loop
of move;

ear-

em

interpol(point,s,a,b,e,pra,prb,prc,ga,t!),,gc,
pwluea,re.cc,aacc);
integer p'Y&lues; real a,b,e,pra,prb,prc,racc,aace;
~ array point, s,ia, gb, gc;
cam:aent repeated quadratic interpolation to e.pproxinate
a line m1n1num;
begin integer nsteps, idle J !!!:'!: pt., pc, d, prd J
~ array gd.[1 :m); boolean further;
further : • true ;
for nateps-;;-1 while p'Y&l.ues < 50 an1 further do
begin camnent d minimizes interpolating quadratic;
pc : • ( a - b) x ( pre - prb) ;
if pc • o then d :• (b + c)/2 else
oegin pi. : ~ - c) x {pra - prb);
d :• if pi. • O then (a + b )/2 else
o.5 x""T{a. + b) x pc+ (b + c) x pi:f/(1'8 + pc)
procedure

em

of canputing d;
pi=a' :• penalty{point,d, s, gd, idle, pval.uee);
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if idle> O then
begin shift 1 f<f,b, prd, prb, gd, gb) J
if coc ne o then
begin carriage~;

printtext(t line search in troubles, :).);
printtext( probably non-convex constraint set
eol of meseage
ear-of alarm;
if (b ne o or prd le prb) am
abs(prd-= prb)< raccx abs(prdJ+ e.acc then
further : • false ; .
if d < b then
begin if prd le prb then
begin shirt,fc,b,prc,prb,gc,gb)J
-sh1ft1(b,d,prb,prd,gb,4§1)
errl else shirt1(a,d,pra,prd,ga,gd)
ernel~
begin if prd le prb then
shiftl[a,b,pra,prb,ga,gb);
ft1(b,d,prb,prd,gb,gd)
errl else shiftl(c,d,prc,prd,gc,gd)
eo:r-of rearranging a, b, c;
erT""o-r quadratic interpolation;

-

be!itr

eni:l of interpol ;

procedure cholesky(a,s,b,def,fail};
reel array a, s, b ; boolean def, fail ;

oeg{n integer i,J,k; real x.x,yy,zz;
~ array d1ag,y[1 :n];
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
s[J] :• y[J )°:-diag[J] :• 0 ; def:• true; tail:• false J
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until n do
for J :• 1
1 until i ~

st[p

xx : • a J, 1 ] ;
-ff- t • J then
'b egin !2!_ k:• J - 1 step -1 until 1 do
begin yy :• a{i, k];
zz :• a[i,k) :• yy/diag[k];
xx : • xx - yy X zz
en:l of k loop;
F xx le o then
begin def :•~Se ; y[i) :• 1 en:l ;
if xx• 0 then
beg1.[ fail : • true ; ~ solve ~ ;
diag 1] :• xx
em of generating diagonal elements else

begin

afi,J] :• xx - inprod(k,1,j-1,a[i,k),a[J,k)}

em

of i

solie: if

am

ran

J loop;
then

:J.)
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!iJ1n ~ J :• 1 ~ 1 until n do a[J] :• -b[J]J
ot setting s to -b else
Degin it def then
beginccmnentsolution of ly • b;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
y[J) :• b[J J--=-tnprocl'(i;T, J-1 ,a[J, k],y(k]);
canment solution of due • y;
tor J : • n step -1 until 1 do
a[J) :• y[JJ]<fiig[J] - inprod(k,J+1,n,a[k,J],a(k])
em of solving as • b el ae
oegin comment aolution~ua • y;
for J :• n step · -1 until 1 do
a[J] :• y[J) - inprod{k,J+1,n,ark,J],s(k]);
en:l of tin:iing direct.ion with negative curvature
eor-or finding direct.ion if decanposition is successful
~ o f cholesky;
procedure output1;
begin integer i,J;
it itercnt • O /\ nlp then
begin carritte(2); printtext( begin of cycle
a.bsfixt(2,0, cycle);
printtext( for r equal to ); flot(3,3,r)
end ,•
_
camnent short output;
if heeding then
oegin carri~e(2); printtext(,t iteration J.);
printtext{~ penalty wJ.ue
gradient length J.);
apace(8); printtext( ,t dill!tance J.);
space(10); printtext{f time J.);
eni of printing the heading;
iiicr; absfixt(6,0,ieff); space(6); flot(6,3,prxr); apace(7);
if met.hod>, then flot(6,3,gradl) else space(i4);
space(7) ; rfot(o,'"3;distance) ;
space( 5); a.bafixt(4, 2, time - starttime);
if. method• 2 ani not def then
begin spacet3); iffail t h ~ ·
printtext( h not factorized J.) ~
printtext( h itdefinite J.)
en:l of mesaages;
heeding : • false ;
comment end of short output ;
Ir ieff .. O v converged v coc • 2 then
begin comment x.-output; carr1age(2):
printtext(t variable
solution vector
~);
printtext( gradient of penf' J.);
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
oegin nlcr; printtext(:pc J.fi absf1xt(4, O, J); space(6);
flot(6,3,xr[J)); apace(7);
if method ~ 1 then flot(6, 3, gr&d[J]}

t>;
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em or printing iteration point am. gradient;
heed.1.ng : • true
eixl of x.-output;
l i ieff • O v converged th.en
begin camnent g...output; cirrfage(2) ;
printtext(f f\lnction
function 'V&J.uee
~);
if nlp A converged then
printtext( ,t dual solution ~) ;
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
begin nlcr; printteit{lgx~); absf1xt(~, o, 1); space(6);
flot(6,3,gxr[i)); apa.ce(7);
if nlp A converged then flot(6, 3, ur[1])
erir"of printing function values ani dual solution;
lieading :• true
erd of g-output;
if nl.p A converged then
begin carriage(2) J printtext(,t erd of cycle~); absf1xt(2,0,cycle);
printtext(,t for r equal to 1-); flot(3,3,r)
eixl

em

of output, for printing iteI9.tion data;

real procedure min(a, b); wl.ue a, b; real
!!, a< b then a else b;
·-

iiifii"":•

a, b;

camnent start of DBin program of rcycle;
itercnt : • counter : • o; distance : • O; converged : • false ;
pwl.ues :• o; def :• true ; fail :• false J
lnl O : • ln(l O) ;

-

restart: prxr :• pere.lty(xr,o,xr,gxr,reset,p-1.ues);
if reset> O then
begin logp[reaet] : • false ; goto restart erd ;
?or j : - l etep l until n dofor k :• 1 step 1 until n do
h[J,k] :• if--:f°• k then 1 else O;
if method-;; 0 then begin for J : • ---r-itep 1 until n do
stepID :• if xrfJJ • o then 1 else xr[J J
em. else
If' method • , am object! ve then
begin conment compute gradient in starting point ;
gradient{ xr, gxr, dgxrdx, grad} ;
gradl :• sqrt(inprod(J,1,n,gred[J),grad[JJ));
converged : .., gradl < IT""1 o
er¥i else
i f {method • , ard not objective) or method • 2 then
begin comnent canpute gradient and hessian in Btarting point;
gradient{xr,gxr,dgxrdx,grad);
grad].:•

sqrt(inprod(J,1,n,grad[J],grad[J]));

converged : • grad1. < JT""1 O;
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hessian(xr,gx.r,dgx.rdx,h)
ot initializing;

en1

if nl.p am stop • O then 1 else stop;
race :• mfn(xr-5,il>B(raxr));
as.cc :• min(r-5,e.bs(aaxr));
if coc ne o then output1;
for itercnt :;;---ftercnt + 1 while not converged and
terr le inax do
begincarment unconatrained-min1m1zation cycle;

iiire : •

lf method• o then
begin conment method of powell ( l 964) ;
pointer :• itercnt - (1tercnt: (n+l)) x (n+l);
if pointer • 1 then
oegin dprp() : • prxr;
for J :• l step · 1 until n do dpO[J] :s xr[J]
ena:-or storing starting point of (n + 1) iterations;
for J : • l step 1 until n do
dir[J] :• if pointer• 0 then
xr[J] - dpafJ] else h[pointer, J 1J
if pointer• o-:uien
step[pointer] :• sqrt(inprod(J,1,n,dir[J),dir[JJ));
sugstep :• step[pointer];
for J := 1 step 1 until n do signa[J] :• xr[J J;
dprxr : • prxr; nsearch : • nsearch + l ;
quadsearch(xr,prxr,gxr,dir,sugstep,racc,aacc,method>l);
dprxr : • dprxr - p.rxr;
for J :• 1 step l until n do
signa[J] :• irTJ] - signa[J] ; distance:• eqrt.(inprod(J,1,n,signa[J],signa[J]));
if pointer • l then naxdp : • O;
ff pointer> o iii{"""' Dll.Xdp < dprxr then
begin naxdp : a dprxr; DlP1Xm : • potnrer-erd ;
if sugstep ne O then step[pointer] :• sugstep;
if pointer ;;-o arJ"°<rprxr ne o am
sugstep x aqrt(mi.xnp/dprxr) ge 1 then
begin coament set up n«!W' directions;
for k : • rlllXDl step l until n - 1 do
for J :• 1 ate~ until n do
h[k, J] : • h[i+l;J];
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
h[n, J J :• dir[Jl;
for k :• naxm step 1 until n-1 do
step[k] :• step[k+l ] ;
step[n] :• step[O)
erd of generating new set of directions;
IT" pointer• O then
begin dpr.P() : • dprp() - prxr;
for J :• 1
l until n do
dpa[J] :• xr J - dpO[J);
!£ 1nprod(J, 1 ,n,dp0[J],dp0[J]) < .,-20 ~

[JP
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converged:• true;
it ready(prxr,dprpO,x.r,dpO,raxr,aaxr,rule) then
converged : • true

-

em of testing--uie accuracy
eia--ot method of powell else
t l method • 1 a.Di obJecti ve then
begin comment broyden-fletcher-shanno algorithm;
for 1 :=- 1 step 1 until n do
dir[ i) :• - inprod(J,1,n,h[i,JT,grad[J]);
descent :• inprod(J,1,n,gra.d.[J),dir[J]);
augstep :• if descent• 0 then O else
-sign( descent) x min( 1 , 1 /abs( descentTfi
for j :• 1 step 1 until n do yvec[J J :• grad[J J;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do signa[j) :• xr{J];
dprxr :• prxr;nsearch :• nsee.rch + 1;
quadsea.rch(xr,prx.r,gxr,d1r.sugstep, racc, aacc,method>1 );
dprxr : • dprxr - prxr;
f'or J :-= 1 step 1 until n do
sigim [J] :• xr[J] - signa[J] ; distance:• sqrt(inprod(J,1,n,signa[J] ,signa[J]});
gradient( xr, gxr, dgxrdx, grad) ;
gradl :• sqrt(inprod(J,1 ,n,grad[JJ, grad[J])) ;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
yvec[J] :• gridf'J] - yvec[J];if reedy(prxr,dprxr,xr,s1gDJ1,raxr,aaxr,rule) th~n
counter : • counter + l else counter : • 0;
if counter ge nor griwI" < ir10 or
distance< 1,10 then converged:• true else
begin conment uiwite direction rmtrix; real signay,yhy,tau; real array hy[i: n];
ror- 1 :.,. 1 step 1
n do
hy[i ) :• inprcilfJ,1,n,h[i.J],yvec[J)} ;
eignay :• inprod(j,1,n,signa[J], yvec[j]);
yhy :• inprod(J,1,n,yvec[J],hy[J]);
if abs( signay) < .,-20 v abs( yhy) < ~o then

unt--rr-

converged. : - true ;
tau :=- 1 + yhyfsif}JBy;

for

-

1 :• l step 1 until n do
:• 1 step 1 until 1 cio
:• h[I;k'J :• h[i, k] + (tau X signa[i] X signa[k]
- sigma {!] X hy[k) - hy{i] X s1e,ia[k)}/s1giray;
end of updating
~ o f ' bfa-algorithm else
U (method • l am. not obJecti ve) or method • 2 then
begin camnent methooof gauss-newton or newton; cholesky(h,dir,grad,def,fa.11};
descent :• inprod.(J,1,n,gre.d[J),dir[J));
sugstep : • if descent • O then O else
-sign( descent) x min( l , 1 Jab sfcleecent)) ;
!2E_ J :• l step 1 until n do signa[J] :• xr[J];

tor k
li'fk, 1]
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dprxr :• prxr; nsee.rch :• nsea.rch + 1;
quadsearch{xr,prxr,gxr,dir,sugstep,racc,aacc,method>l );
dprxr : • dprxr - prxr;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
sigoa[J] :• xr[J J - sigma[J ];-

distance:• sqrt{inprod{J,1,n,sigua[J],signa[J]));
gradient( xr, gxr, dgxrdx, grad) ;
gradl. :• aqrt(inprod{J,t,n,grad[J),grad[J]));
if grad.l <
or distance< .,10 or

_,o

ready(prxr,dprx.r,xr,signa,raxr,aaxr,rufe) then
converged : • trlle else

-

hessian(xr,gxr~h)
end of gauss-newton or newton;
ieff :• ieff + 1;
if nlp ~ converged. then
for 1 : ;--;- step 1 unt-rr--m do
oegin if gtype[i] • 1 then ur[:l] :• 1 else
beginif gtype[i). ~ e n
begi.[ if logp[i) thenur[i] :• r/gxr[i] else
ur 1r:• !f. gxr'[IT"< 0 then --2 X gxr[iW,else 0
em. of cauputing multipliers for inequalities
rue if gtype[i] • 3 then ur[1] :• 2 X gxr[i]/r
en:Tofeomputing constriliit multipliers
e:na:-or generating dual solution;
F coc ne O then output,
eul of unconstrained minimization;
em. of rcycle for unconstrained minimization of perelty function;

procedure extrapol{t,arg,order,dlm,target,result);
integer order, dim; ~ target; ~ array t, a.rg, result;
begin integer J, k, 1 ; refll beta;
~ array aid[O:o~O:order];
for J : • 1 step 1 until dim do
begin commentextrapola.te J-thelement;
for 1 : • O step 1 until order do
a.id[0,1) :• tT.f,'"l];
for k :• 1 step 1 until order do
for 1 :• k step 1 until order
begin beta :"="Ta.rg[l-k] - target)l{a.rg[l-kJ - a.rg[l]);
aid[k,l] :x beta X a1d[~1,l) + (1 - beta) X a.id[~l,l-1)
erd. of building a.id table;

ao

result[JJ :• aid[order,ord~r]
etri of J loop
end of extra.pol ;
procedure

output2;

begin carriage(2);

absfixt{5,0,np + ng x n + nh )( n x (n + 1 )/2) •
printtext( f aequi •lent fimctlon ew.luations J);
nlcr; abafixt( 5, o, np);
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printtext({ evaluations of penalty function :J.);
if neea.rch ne O then
oegin nlcr;~sf1xt'[5,o,npfnsearch);
· printtext(t eval.1.JStions of pP.n. fo p~r line minimum~);

em. ;

n.lcr; absfixt( 5, o, ng);
printtext(f evaluations of gradient of peMlty function :J.);
nlcr; absfixt( 5, o, nh);
pr1r:rttext({ ew.luations of hessian matrix of penf i);
nlcr; absf1:....-t( 5, o, nrp);
prlnttext( ,t rejected points due to eonatre.int violation i)
em of output2 for printing number of function evaluations;

procedure output];
begin integer 1, J; carr1age(2);
printt.ext
e...rt:rA.polation, cycle J.); absfixt(2, O, cycle) ;
printtext( , order J.) • absf1xt(2, o, order);
carnage(2);printtext(f w.riable
solution vector i):
for J :• 1 step , until n do
Degj.n nlcr; printtext(fx
absf1xt(4,o,J); 3pi.ce(6); flot{6,3,xm1n[~])
e?d of x-output;
·
carr1age(2);Printtext(t function function values
printtext(~ dunl solution :J.);
for 1 :• 1 etep 1 until m do
Degin nlcr; prlntt~~TT absfixt(4, O, 1); siace(6);
:flot(6, 3, gmin(i]); space(7); not(6, 3, umin[i])
end of g-output; heading:• true
enii of output3 for printing extripolated solutions;

i>:

boolean procedure reedy(f,df,x,<lx,reps,aepe,stop);
real f, df, reps, aeps; integer stop; real arra,,l x, dx;
begin integer J; ready := true ;
if stop~ o v stop• 2 tiien"
oegin if abs(df) > reps X a.bs(f) + aeps then
begin reedy :• false ; goto exre&iy era-of testing accuracy iii'"1-unct1on ~lue;
F stop • 1 v stop • 2 then
begin for J :=- 1 step f"'"until n do
if aba(dx(J]) >rei>s x abs(x(j])+ aeps then
begin ready : • false ; J : • n em.
erd of testing accura.cy in position;
exready:
em of ready;

em.

-

real procedure

err(a, b); value

a, b; real a, b;
absf{a...b)/a);

err'""":• if

a ,. o ~ abs(b) ~

procedure

errorgrad.( x); ~ array
i,J,ierror;

begin integer

x;
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real xJ,dxj,error,errorg,gdelta,dgJ;
reeJ. array dg[1 :n];
errorg :• o;
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
begin tor J==-1 step 1 untIT n do dg[J] : • O;
:first(x, dg, 1); for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
xJ :•xrJ]; dxJ :• io-3xaba{xJ) + .-6;
x ] : • xJ + dxJ ; :function{ x, gdel ta, 1) ;

bem

dgJ :• gdelta;

x[J] :• xJ - dxJ; function{x,gdelta,1);
dgJ :=- (dgJ - gdelta)/(2 X dxJ);

x[j J :s xJ;
error:• err(dg[J],dgJ);
if errorg < error then
begin errorg : • error; ierror : • 1 em
of J loop
e~of 1 loop;
carr1age(2); printtext(t nax rel error i,);
flot(3,3 1 errorg); printtext(«t in gradient of function i,);
absf1xt(4,0,1error)

em

em

of errorgrad;

procedure errorhess( x) ; real array x;
begin integer 1, J, k, !error';
real xJ,clxJ,error,errorh;

ree.I array dgdelta,d1ag[l:n),ddg[1:n,1:n);
errorh :• O;
for 1 ::a 1 step 1 until m do
begin for J----;;-1 step 1 until n do
fork:• J step--i-until n do dag[J,k] :• O;
second( x, ddg;T'fj
for J :• 1

st[p

-

1 until n do
begin xJ :• x J J; dxJ :=- io-3X a.bs(xj) +
xtJ 1 : = xJ + dxJ;

.-6;

for k :• 1 steJ> 1 until n do dgdelta[k) :• O;
first(x,dgdelta,1);
dia.g[j] :• dgdelta[J];
for k :• J+l step 1 until n do
<Iai[k, J ] : • dgnelta [k);
x[J] :• xJ - dxJ;
for k :• 1 step 1 until

n do

dgdelta[k] : • O;

first(x,dgdeita,°i);
d.iag[J] :s (dia.g[J) - dgdelta[J))/(2 X dxJ);
for k :• J+l step 1 until n do
clcfi[k, J] :• (ddi!k, J] - dgdelta'fk))/(2
x[J J :• xJ;
for k := J step 1 until n do
begin error : • if J • k then
err(ddg[J,J],diag[J]) ~

X

dxJ);
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err(ddg[J,k],ddg[k,J]);
it errorh < error then
begin errorh :• error; ierror :• 1 end
end of k loop
~ o f J loop
e~of 1 loop;

,

carr1age(2) ; printtext( { nax rel error ~) ;
flot(3, 31 errorh); printtext({ in hessian of function l);
absfixt(4, o, ierror)
em. of errorhess;
comment start or main program of minifun;
starttime :• time;
ieff :• np :=- ng :• nh :• nsea.rch :=- nrp :• o;
heading : =- true ; naxcycle : • O ;
obJective :=--c-onstraints :• nlp :• 'false ;
nonneg : • bounded : • fal.se ;
mpn :• m + n;
initr :• 1; 'factor :• H)~(-l /3);
for i :• 1 step 1 until mpn + n do logp[i] :• false ;
for J :• l step 1 until n do xrm1n['J1 : :::r xmin[j J :• x[J J;
Incorrect : =--raise ;
for J :• l step 1 until n do
begin conmen:r--check xtype;
if xtype[J J < 1 or xtype[J] > 3 then
incorrect : • true;
if xtype[J] -~hen nonneg :•constraints:•~;
if xtype[J) • 3"tnin
iionneg : • constraints : • boumed : • true ;
for k :• O step 1 until 6 do xtable[J~ : • O
erJof checking types of w.rii'bles;
tor' i :• 1 step , until m do
oegi.n cammeur-check gtype;
if gtype[i J < 1 or gtype[i) > 3 then
incorrect : • true;
if gtype[i] •lthen objective :• true else
ff gtype[i] • 2 V gtype[i) • 3 thenconstraints :• true ;
?or k : • 0 step 1 until 6 do utio!e[ 1, k) : • O
end of checkingconstraint types;
if objective A constraints then
begin 1n1tr : • abs( estlllatef!ioo;
if 1n1tr < ~ then 1n1tr : • J>-2;
iiaxcycle : • 20;riip' : • true ;
for i :• 1 step 1 untrr--mpn + n do logp[i] :• ~
enaof initiating constrained minimization;
if coc ne o then
begin cirria.gem;
printtext(f infoniation, order l);
absf1xt(2, o, info); nl.cr;
prlnttext(f unc min method
l);
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abaf1xt(2, o, raethod) J nlcr J
printtext(i stopping rule
~);
absf:l.xt{2, o, stop); nlcr;
printtext(f rel accuracy
~);
flot(3, 3, ra.xmin); nlcr;
printtext(f abs aceuzt1cy
i,);
flot(3,3,aaxmin); nlcr;
carriage(2);
printtext{f w.riable i,); siace(4); printtext(f type ;l.);
for J :• 1 step , until n do
oegin nl.cr (ioifixt(6, o, J); spe.ce(3); absfixt(6, o, xtype[J])
eiil of printing types of '9.riables;

carr1age(2t;

printtext{
function i,); spe.ce(4);
printtext( type i,); spe.ce(4); printtext( line&r! l) ;
for i :• 1 step 1 until m do
begin nlcr;aosfixt(6,o, 1); siace(3); absfixt(6,0,gtype[1]);
sp,.ce(6);
if lin[i] then printtext('f yea i,) else
printtext( of no J.)
em of printing types of constraints;
of printing input ;
if coc ne o am. info ge 1 then errorgl11d(xrmin);
Ir coc ne O iii! info ;-2 th~errorhess(xrmin);
converge«:• :rilse ;
. if info< O or :tnfo > 2 or met.hod< O or
method> 2 or-(info • O an! method E 2)or
stop< O or-stop> 2 o r ~ < O or coc >2 or
inax. < O or incorrectthen
begin carriage{2);
printtext(t incorrect p,.rameter value(s) i,);
etd. of input checking else
for cycle:• o,cycle +-r-w°hile cycle le ma.xcycle do
oegin comment sequential unconatrainedminimi zation;
real rnew;
riiew :• 1.nit-r x fe.ctor,tcycle;
rcycl.e(rnew,xrmin,urmin,raxmin,aaxmin);
if cycle,.. O then
for J :• l step 1 until n do x[j] :• xrmin[J];
if coc ne Otlien output2; If not convergc;rthen ma.xcycl.e :• cycle J
ff '""nrp aid convergecf then
oegin o'raer :• cycle; if order> 6 then
begin order : =--oj
for k :• 0 step l until 5 do
begin coament update aolutiontables;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
itible[J,k] :• xtable[J,k+l );-

t

en.r-

tor i :•

l

step

l

until

m do
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utable[i,k] :• utable[i,k+1 ];
rtable[k] :• rtable[k+l]
em of updating
eJ"'""ot setting order or extrapolation;
IT" order> O then
dfmin : ~ n ;
for J :• 1 step 1 until n do
e:mr-of saving preYioua solution;

begin

dxmin[J J :• xmin[J J

for J : • l step 1 until n do
itible[J, ordirT:• xrmln[J J; for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
utible[i, order"r:• urmin[i]; rtable[order] :• mew;
extrapol(xtable,rtable,order,n,O,xmin);
for J :• 1 step l until n do x(J J : • xmin(J J;
for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m c!o
fuiict1on(xm1n,fiPD.1n(1],1);
extrapol (utable,rtable,order,m,O,umin);
:fmin :• O; for 1 :• 1 step 1 until m do
if gtype(il'"= 1 then fmin :s fmin + gmln[i];
If order= 0 thenconverged := false else
oegin if coc ~ O then output3;
for J : • 1 step funtil n do
3:xmin[J] : ,. xmin[J] - dxmin[JTI
dfmin :• fmin - dfmin;
if ready( fmin, dfmin, xmin, dxmin, raxmin, aa.xmin, stop)
tlien naxcycle : = cycle
eise converged : • false
en<f'"'""or convergence test comparing extrapolated solutions
ear-or extrapolation towards constrained minimum
of sequential unconstrained. m1.n1m1za,t1on
erd of minifun;

en:r---

integer 1, J, k, info,method.; boolean converged;
reel array x[1 :6]; integer array xtype[1 :6),gtype[1: 5);
bool"ean array lin(1:5];

procedure distance( x, g, 1} ;,integer 1 ; real g ;ree.1 ·array
if 1 • 1 then g : = -x J.4.2 - x [2 ]A.2 - xCTW ~else
If 1•2 then g :• -(x[4] -3 )_t2 - x[5],1.2 + , else if 1•3 then g :• ~[6] + 8 else
Ir 1.4 tlieii g :• x[6] - 4 else
if 1•5 then g :• (x[1 J - xT'i'JT~ + (x[2] - x[5])~ +
fx[3 J - iTol)~;

r,

ddistance( x, dg, i) ; integer
if 1 :1:, then
begin for J:= 1, 2, 3 do dg(J J :• -2
if is2then
procedure

1;

x

~

x(J]

array x, dg;

em

-

x;

elee
-

4o

begin dg[4] :-= -2 x (x[4] - 3); dg(5] :• -2 X x[5] ~ ~
if 1•3 then dg(6J :• -1 else
if t-4 then dg[6] :• 1 eiae
ff 1•5 then
Degin torJ :• l ,2,3 do dg[J] :• 2 x (x[j] - x[J+3]);
tor J:• 1,2,3 do di[J+3] :• -2 x (x[J] - x(J+3]);
~ o f ddistance;procedure dd.dietance( x, ddg, 1) ; integer i J !!!:!. arrai
It ia1then
begin for ""'J'7• 1,2,3 do ddg(J,J) :• -2 ~ ~
if i~hen
a'dg[4,4f-;;-ddg[5,5) :• -2 else
if 1•5 then
oegin forj :• 1,2,3,4,5,6 do ddg[J,J] :• 2;
for J:=: 1 ,2,3 do ddg[J,J+3] :• -2
ena--of d.ddistance;

x, ddg;

for J :• 1,2,3,4,5,6 do xtype[J] :• 1;
for i :• 1,2,3,4 do gtype[1] :• 2;
gtype[5] :• , ;
for 1 :• 1,2,5 do 11n[1J :•false;
for 1 :• 3,4 do-lin[i) :•true;
for info :• o;T,2 do
begin method : a. info;
x[l J :s: x[2) :• x[3) :• l;
x[4] :• 3; x[5] :a o; x[6] :• 5;
min1fun(x,d1stance,xtype,gtype,11n,1nfo,dd1stance,ddd1sta.nce,
method, 6, 5, .-5, ,,-5, 5, 1 , converged., 1 , 500);
carriage(6)
end of info cycle
eid ot program;
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spaces), decimal point, m decimal digits, one space(if m=0 the
decimal point is not printed); <body> ;
procedure carriage (n); value n; integer n; comment causes the
printer to advance the paper n lines and to take the print position at the beginning of the line; <body> ;
procedure flat (n,m,x); value n,m,x; integer n,m; real x; comment
when this procedure is called the value of x will be printed in
floating-point representation: sign, decimal point, n decimal
digits, the symbol 10, sign, m decimal digits (leading zeroes
being replaced by spaces), one space; <body>;
real procedure inprod (i,a,b,x,y); value b; integer i,a,b; real
x,y;
begin reals; s:= 0 ;
for i := a step 1 until b do
S

:= S + X tty;

inprod :=s
end of inprod;
procedure nlcr; comment new line carriage return;

<body> ;

procedure printtext (s); strings; comment when this procedure is
called the strings will be printed without the outermost quotes;
<body> ;
procedure space (n); value n; integer n; comment causes the printer to move over n spaces on the current line; <body>;
real procedure sum (i,a,b,x); value b; integer i,a,b; real x;
begin reals; s :=0;
for i := a step 1 until b do
s := s + x;
sum := s
end of sum;
real procedure time; comment delivers the time elapsed since the
start of the job (syntax checking)in seconds with an accuracy of
0.01 sec; <body> ;

16. Description of some identifiers
This section presents a description of some identifiers that have
been declared in minifun. The identifiers are given in alphabetic order, with their scope (usually a procedure body) and a
description of their meaning.
I

identifier
aacc

scope
rcycle

description
absolute tolerance of linear search;
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identifier
add1

scope
gradient

description

set t o ~ if the first derivatives of the
i-th problem function must be incorporated
in the gradient of the penalty function;
add11
hessian
set t o ~ if the first derivatives of the
i~th problem function must be incorporated
in the Hessian matrix of the penalty function;
add2
hessian
set to true if the second derivatives of the
i-th problem function must be incorporated
in the Hessian matrix of the penalty function;
barrier
penalty
logarithmic-barrier term;
bounded
minifun
set to true if at least one variable is
constrained to the interval [0,1];
constraints minifun set to true if there is at least one constraint or constrained variable;
counter
number of consecutive iterations during which
rcycle
a convergence criterion is satisfied;
cycle
minifun
cycle number of unconstrained-minimization
cycle;
def
rcycle
set to true by cholesky if Hessian matrix
of penalty function is found to be positive
definite at current iteration point;
dfmin
minifun
difference of objective function at two
successive approximations of constrained
minimum;
dir
rcycle
search direction;
dprpo
rcycle
difference of penalty function at starting
point and end point of major cycle in
Powell's (1964) method;
dxmin
minifun
difference between two successive approximations of constrained minimum (obtained by
extrapolation);
fail
rcycle
set to true by cholesky if factorization of
Hessian matrix fails at current iteration
point;
fmin
minifun
objective-f~nction value at current approximation xmin of constrained minimum;
gmin
minifun
problem function values at current approximation xmin of constrained minimum;
ieff
minifur.
number of iterations since the start of the
execution;
initr
minifun
initial value of controlling parameter;
i tercnt
rcycle
number of iterations since the start of the
current unconstrained-minimization cycle;
logp
minifun
the i-th element ( 1 < i < m) is true if the
constraint
gx[i] >0 must be i~porated
in the logarithmic barrier term; the (m+j)th element (1 < j < n) is true if the constraint
x [j]-> 0 must be incorporated; the
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identifier

scope

description

(m+n+j )-th element ( 1 < j < n) is true if
the constraint 1-x[j]>O must be incorporated;
loss
penalty
quadratic-loss term; maxm
rcycle
index of direction to be replaced by new direction in Powell's (1964) method;
multiplier move
controls extension or contraction of search
interval;
nlp
minifun
set to true if an objective function and
constraints are present;
nonneg
minifun
set to true if at least one variable must be
non-negative;
nrp
minifun
number of trial points rejected because of
constraint violations;
objectiv
minifu
set to true if an objective function is present;
pointer
rcycle
iteration number within a major cycle of
Powell's (1964) algorithm;
pvalues
rcycle
number of penalty-function evaluations since
the start of the current linear search;
race
rcycle
relative tolerance of linear search;
rtable
minifun
table of successive r-values to be used in
the extrapolation procedure;
sense
quadsearch indicates whether the search direction
(sense> 0) or the opposite direction (sense
<O) must be explored, and whether the search
interval must be extended (abs(sense)=1) or
contracted (abs(sense)= 2 );
sugstep
rcycle
suggested initial step in the search direction; on return from the linear search it is
the coordinate of the line minimum;
xmin
minifun
current approximation (obtained by extrapolation) of constrained minimum;
xrmin
minifun
unconstrained minimum of penalty function
(r-minimum);
xtable
minifun
table of penalty-function minima to be used
as grid points in the extrapolation procedure;
yvec
rcycle
difference of penalty-function gradients at
two successive iteration points.
17. The ALGOL 60 system for the Electrologica XS
In the core memory of the Electrologica XS at Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven, Netherlands, there are at least 23000
words of 27 bits available for ALGOL 60 programmes and working
areas (variables, arrays etc.).
A boolean variable takes one word; a boolean array takes one word
for 27 elements.
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An integer variable occupies one single word. It is represented
by 26 bits and a sign bit. Thus, integer variables are restricted
to the range (-67108863, +67108863), An integer array takes one
word per element.
A real variable occupies two words. The floating - point representation has a mantisse of 40 bits and a sign bit, and an exponent
of 11 bits and a sign bit. The relative precision of the real
number is ap~roxi~ately 12 ~ecimals. _The absolg~ largest number
represented in this manner is approximately 10 8. The absolute
. approximately
.
1O- 6 16 .
smallest, non-zero number is
A real array takes two words per element.
.
1 628)
In cases of overflow the absolute
largest number ( ~~o
and the
correct sign (depending on the signs of the operands in an
operation where overflow occurs) will be generated. If underflow
has been detected
the absolute smallest number ( ~10-6 16) and
the correct sign will be generated.

Addition and subtraction will only produce an exact zero if the
two operands have equal bits. The value of the relation a= b
will only be true if a and bare found to be equal bit after bit.
Multiplication will only produce an exact zero if at least one
of the operands is exactly 0. In all other cases the absolute
result of the operation is at least 10-616,

628

Division of a non-zero number a by O will produce
10
or
-106 2 8, the sign being determined by the sign of a. The value of
0/0 is undetermined.
Overflow, underflow, or division by O will not terminate the current job. Even a warning will not be given to the user. The
square root of a negative number is set to 0. A warning will not
be given, and the current job is continued. Simirlarly, the logarithm of a non-positive number is set to -10628 without any
warning.
If x < -1419, then exp (x) is set to 10-616.
If x > 1447, then exp (x) is set to 10628
Acknowledgement and concluding remarks.
The procedure minifun has been developed in close contact with
users and optimization specialists.Several features of minifun
are accordingly due to their comments and criticism. I am
particularly indebted to J.D. Pearson (Federal Energy Administration, Washington, U.S.A.; in 1968-1970 member of the Information
Systems and Automation Department, N.V. Philips, Eindhoven,
Netherlands), J.F. Benders (University of Technology, Eindhoven),
and J. Klozenberg (Mullard Research Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey,
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England) for their stimulating ideas and suggestions.
An earlier version of minifun published by the author in 1970
has been translated into the FORTRAN subroutine MINI by B. van
Dijk and H. Kooyman van Guldener (Data Systems Division, N.V.
Philips, Apeldoorn, Netherlands). It was extensively tested by
R. Staha and D.M. Himmelblau (University of Texas, Austin, Texas,
U.S.A.) and D. Weistroffer(Free University, Berlin). Their
experiences and comments have been very useful for the design and
development of minifun. Moreover, I was particularly encouraged
by the experiences of R. Goffin (Information Systems and Automation Department, N.V. Philips, Eindhoven) during the development
of the optimization package OPTPAC for unconstrained minimization.
In many establishments an ALGOL 60 procedure cannot be used, so
that a FORTRAN version is indispensible. Today, there are several
FORTRAN versions of minifun. The earliest one is due to
A. Bensasson (La Radiotechnique, Suresnes, Paris) who also made
a great effort to improve Powell's (1 96 4) method in minifun.
Shirley A. Lill (Computer Laboratory, University of Liverpool )
and Heather Liddell (Queen Mary College, London) modified minifun
into the ALGOL 60 procedure E04HAA and the FORTRAN subroutine
E04HAF for the library of the Numerical Algorithms Group ( a joint
effort of the Computer Laboratories in several British univer~
sities). The NAG library is now generally available, with particular copies for Control Data, IBM, and ICL computers. Finally,
D. Kraft (Institut fur Dynamik der Flugsysteme, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany) developed a FORTRAN version of minifun
with improvements in Powell's (1 96 4) method.
The:reis one source of inspiration which has not yet been mentioned,
The development of minifun has largely been carried out on the
Electrologica X8 computer in Philips Research Laboratories
(Eindhoven, Netherlands) with the ALGOL 60 compiler, originally
designed in the Mathematical Centre (Amsterdam, Netherlands).
The ALGOL 60 language and the error diagnostics of this compiler
provide more powerful and more elegant facilities than I have
ever experienced with ALGOL 60 and FORTRAN on Control Data, IBM,
and ICL computers. It is therefore a pleasure to acknowledge
J, Zonneveld and F. Kruseman Aretz (Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven) for the excellent computing facilities available to
members of the laboratory.
We conclude this paper with a few remarks on the objectives of
minifun. Firstly, it has been written as an ALGOL 60 procedure
for constrained minimization via penalty functions, with a variety
of solution strategies for unconstrained minimization as higher
derivatives are supplied. However, if the user proceeds to the
provision of higher derivatives, the efficiency of minifun does
not increase as much as we originally hoped.
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Secondly, it is rather short (about 900 cards) in comparison
with some other programmes for nonlinear optimization (2000-3000
cards) but still longer than we expected. Finally, using the
structure of penalty-function algorithms and reducing the number
of labels and goto statements as much as possible (without being
fanatic; there are 4 labels in minifun) we hoped that minifun
could be a "blueprint" ' for the implementation of other penaltyfunction programmes. In view of the versions that have been derived from it, this seems to be possible.

Delft, January 1977,
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